
 
 

 

 

Small Size Vacuum Mixer 500-1000ml 

This SVM-1L system Vacuum Mixer is a 

high efficient equipment with a set of 

vacuum mixing and dispersion function 

together, it is suitable for lithium 

electricity experiment process for 

anode and cathode paste mixing 

process, and also other glue, chemical 

and other industries. 

● Item No.:TOB-SVM-1L 
● Order(Moq):1set 
● Payment:L/C,T/T,Western Union, 

Paypal 
● Product Origin:China 
● Shipping Port:XIAMEN 
● Lead Time:7days 

 

 
Product Detail 
Small Size Desk-Top Stepless Speed Variation Vacuum Mixer 
500-1000ml With Variable Volume Design 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SPECIFICATIONS 
 
1 This SVM-1L system Vacuum Mixer is a high efficient equipment with a set of vacuum mixing and 
dispersion function together, it is suitable for lithium electricity experiment process for anode and 
cathode paste mixing process, and also other glue, chemical and other industries. 
2The vacuum mixers with handle wheel, which can uplift the cylinder by hand, without connecting 
with air compressor.  
3 The Vacuum mixing machine is programmable in speed, time, and rotating direction, and water 
cold stainless steel tank promise high efficient in mixing.  
4 The  TOB-SVM-1L system vacuum mixing machine is excellent for preparing LiCoO3, LiFePO4, 
Phosphors and 
ceramic slurry without gas bubble. And the processed material results in the better dispersion and 
uniformity. 
 

Model Small Size Vacuum Mixer  TOB-SVM-1L 

Source voltage AC 220V/110V, 50HZ/60HZ 

Power 750W 

Warranty One Year limited warranty with lifetime support 

Mixing speed 0-1400 r/min, Through the inverter speed control 

Effective volume 1L, Can also choose 500ml Mixing Jar 

Mixing barrel opening 
mode 

Arms straight line guide rail hand cover rising,  

without connecting air compressor 

Mixing barrel size Φ100mm(Diameter)*140mm(Hight) 

Mixing time set 0-99H can be set, with auto stop when time reach 

Weight About 60kg 

Dimension(H*L*W)  600*500*300mm, 24″*20″*12″ 

Advantage Advanced soft sealing type to keep vacuum pressure maintain on -98kpa 
up to 24 hours. 

Double Step Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump, 254L/m, is included for 
immediate operation 

Programmable controller to set time, speed, rotation direction. 

With time setting function 



Container is opened or closed by electric Hand (no air pump is required 
any more) 

 
PRODUCT DISPLAY 

 
 

 
 
 


